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Economic Review*
- Housing starts at 1.415 million
- Initial claims at 787,000

The Pacific Financial Group
For over 35 years, TPFG has invested assets using a proprietary investment research and portfolio construction process 
called Rational Analysis™. TPFG’s time-tested process, including their RiskPro® risk management tool, allows them to 
collaborate with best-in-class managers to build the most robust model portfolios available in the pre-retirement market. 
Strategic and Tactical management mandates are carefully allocated for the extensive Strategy PLUS™ suite. Active and 
Passive styles in underlying funds and ETFs are used by PFG to build model portfolios suiting any Personal Risk Budget™ 
and investment style.

Spotlight: PFG Tactical Income Strategy

Pacific Financial Group, LLC serves as the asset allocation strategist for this Fund by carefully selecting from the universe of 
mutual funds and ETFs.  The strategy uses a dynamic approach to seek out the best income opportunities across asset 
classes while managing risk.  Tactical high yield strategies will play an important role in delivering on the objective.  The
strategy also includes a wide variety of sectors, credit quality, and maturities to dynamically manage risk while optimizing 
for income.  The Fund seeks to limit the maximum range of total returns to a gain or loss of less than 20%, over a forward-
looking twelve-month period through the use of RiskPro®.

Performance in the third quarter was strong across fixed income holdings, led by investment grade credit and a tactical high 
yield manager.  Equity exposure was mixed, as a technology dividend focused holding added to performance and a high 
yielding dividend ETF detracted.

PFG Tactical Income Strategy is available in these Strategy PLUS models:
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Multi PLUS: Moderate, Moderate Conservative, Conservative
Focus: Moderate Conservative, Conservative
Meeder: Moderate, Moderate Conservative
TPFG: Moderate Growth, Moderate, Moderate Conservative
Target PLUS: Moderate, Moderate Conservative
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TPFG Manager Commentary: 
Equity markets were volatile due to limited progress on further U.S. fiscal stimulus.  The S&P 500 ended down -0.51%.  Earnings season 
continued, with roughly 27% of S&P 500 having reported so far.  Of these, 84% have beat their estimates, which would be the highest 
percentage since at least 2008.  Economic data continues to improve, with housing showing strength. Single-family construction and building 
permits reached 13-year highs, and existing home sales jumped in September to their highest level since 2006.  Initial jobless claims reached 
their lowest level since March, at 787,000, as six-month unemployment eligibility ended in several states.  Continuing claims also fell sharply to 
8.4 million.

Source: Morningstar Direct
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Disclosure

The information provided herein is the opinion of The Pacific Financial Group (“TPFG”) a registered investment advisor, and may change without 
notice at the discretion of TPFG. Strategic Partner represents a summary of selected strategists used within the TPFG offerings. Spotlight 
contains strategies managed by TPFG and represent TPFG’s opinion and evaluation of its managed strategies. All information is believed to be 
accurate but has not been independently verified and TPFG makes no warranties as to the accuracy of the information or any representations 
made or implied. The information should not be construed or interpreted as an offer or solicitation to purchase or sell a financial instrument or 
service. The information is for informational purposes only and should not be relied on or deemed the provision of tax, legal, accounting or 
investment advice. Past performance is not a guarantee future results. All investments contain risks to include the total loss of invested 
principal. Diversification does not protect against the risk of loss. Investors should review all offering documents and disclosures and should 
consult their tax, legal or financial professional before investing.

Indices represent the broader market as relevant to the sector or market covered by the index. Indices are unmanaged and cannot be invested 
in directly. Indices do not consider the costs, fees, trading, or performance that an investor would otherwise experience when investing. Returns 
are not annualized for periods less than 1 year.

Returns data sourced from Morningstar Direct.

* Sourced from JPMorgan Chase, publicly available at https://am.jpmorgan.com/us/en/asset-management/gim/adv/insights/weekly-market-
recap

Source: Morningstar Direct
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